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JS Series Mixing Station
LUCHEN® JS series mixing station has the

advantages of good mixing quality, high

efficiency, low energy consumption, convenient

layout and fast erection, etc. It can mix dry and

hard concrete, plastic concrete, fluidity

concrete, light aggregate concrete and all kinds

of mortar, suitable for all kinds of construction

projects and commercial concrete factories. As

the professional manufacture, we would like to

provide you JS Series Mixing Station. And we

will offer you the best after-sale service and

timely delivery.

Product Description

Concrete mixer JS series mixing station double horizontal shaft made in China forced
mixer is the most commonly used concrete mixer in the world. As a result of its shape
mixing tank and double horizontal axis mixing form so that it can form two stirring center,
and at the junction of the formation of a vortex stirring area so that it can be used in a
shorter time to stir out of high quality concrete. LUCHEN® JS series mixing station has
the advantages of good mixing quality, high efficiency, low energy consumption,
convenient layout and fast erection, etc. It can mix dry and hard concrete, plastic concrete,
fluidity concrete, light aggregate concrete and all kinds of mortar, suitable for all kinds of
construction projects and commercial concrete factories.
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LUCHEN® JS Series Mixing Station
Model JS500 JS750 JS1000 JS1500

productivity 25 m3/h 35m3/h 50m3/h 75m3/h

Feed capacity (L) 800 1200 1600 2400

Discharging capacity (L) 500 750 1000 1500

Maximum particle size of aggregate (mm) 80/60 80/60 80/60 80/60

Mixing blade 2x7 2x7 2x8 2x8

Stirring motor (kW) 18.5 30 2x18.5 2x30

Hopper lifting speed (m/min) 18 20 28 28

Unloading height (mm) 1600/2600/3800 1600/2600/3800 3800 3800

Machine mass (kg) 4000 5500 10000 13500
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